Read the following sentences and use words from the word bank to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your sentences to double check your choices!

1. Some people think that a ________________ is lucky.
2. My brother wants to be a ________________ when he grows up.
3. Mom uses an ________________ when she has a headache or fever.
4. Don’t forget to put out the ________________ before you leave the park.
5. Have you ever seen a ________________ after a rainstorm?
6. Sometimes you need to watch out for a ________________ at the beach.
7. I tripped in the dark and broke the ________________ in my room.
8. We bought some ________________ at the pet store.
9. Ouch! I stepped on a ________________!
10. Have you ever seen a ________________ in the sky?

Word Bank

thumbtack     icepack     campfire     goldfish     lampshade
spaceship     jellyfish     rainbow     cowboy     horseshoe